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Abstract 
The paper has discussed the voice prediction research based on biological and medical research. From all-pole model, 
we create speech transform model and predicate voice signal. The Levinson recursion was introduce to this model, 
the experiment proved the method is feasible and effective. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of Harbin University 
of Science and Technology 
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1. Introduction 
With digital signal processing technology development, the computer voice processing has been 
development. In voice processing research region, the computer researchers learn from biological and 
medical region. Through the study of anatomy and physiology, voice sources produce mainly divided into 
three types: periodic, noise and impulse source. Periodic signal or impulse signal generally classified as 
“uncertainty” voice, and noise is “random” voice[1]. 
The basic characteristics of voice channels and impulse source are time-varying, and changes may be 
rapid. However, much analysis has assumed that these characteristics change relatively slowly, this means 
that at one time interval, the channel and its input are stable, and the voice channel transfer function are 
fixed, or similar fixed. In this short period of time separated from each glottal cycle, cyclical incentives 
can be expressed as a fixed cycle and glottic function, it has a fixed statistical characteristics [2,3,4,5,6]. 
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Speech Processing in the use of a sliding window, the window can be arbitrarily small length of time to 
meet the criteria for short-term stable in order to show the duration of short, quick voice change event. 
The anatomy of the voice and psychological research can be set up model ][*][][ npngnu = ,
][ng is a single cycle glottal waveform, ][np is the cycle interval of sampled sequence, when ][nu  is 
passed the linear time-invariant channels, and the channel impulse response unit is ][nh , the channel 
output is ])[*][]([][ npngnhnx = .
In this paper, we will use MATLAB2010b create model [7].  
2. The Model of All-Pole Speech Signal 
Glottis to the lips of the transfer function model of the certainty of the situation of voice is based on 
periodic signal or pulse signal. The expression of all-pole z transform as follows[3]: 
                                                                                                                                                                                                  
One of a single glottal cycle of gain and glottal wave (assuming the two poles is located outside the 
unit circle) is included in the transfer function )(zH ,corresponds to the ideal output u , in fact, is a 
periodic pulse sequence )(zG  is the z transform of a single-cycle enter glottic airflow waveform ][ng ,
single-cycle waveform due to a number of pronunciation, change with speaker and speak-form. )(zV  is a 
stable all-pole channel transfer function, express channel characteristics. )(zR  is express the discrete-
time radiation impedance. Simplified model of )(zR  for the unit circle within a single zero. Within the 
unit circle, a single point can be expressed as many poles product. From a zero in a unit circle, the design 
is slightly higher than the unit circle at the location more in line with the actual situation, that is 
11)( −−≈ azzR  . Express a zero by a large number of poles is not efficient, but )(zH  still can be 
used all-pole express, the aim is the estimated filter coefficients ka  by the order p  and gain A . Pole can 
be located inside the unit circle or outside the unit circle. 
The basic idea of linear prediction analysis is: the voice can be express by linear combination of a 
number of past sample values. Considering the z transform input channel ][nu , the gain A  is included in 
)(zH , and )(zS  is z transform of output signal, then )()()( zUzHzS = , can be written: 
                                                                                     (1) 
The express corresponds to the time domain as follows ∑ = +−= pk k nAuknsans 1 ][][][ , the 
output can be considered to be the return of their own. Coefficient ka  known as the linear prediction 
coefficient, the estimation process as ”linear predictive analysis” [8]. 
Glottal waves have been included in the system function, so ][nu  is a unit pulse sequence, therefore, 
except ][nu  is a non-zero moment, other times values are a linear combination of its previous samples 
The p -”linear predictor” is defined as: 
                   (2) 
  is the prediction sequence of ][ns ,the prediction is obtained by past p  sampling point value 
weighting summation. Corresponding to the prediction expression is one of the limited length of impulse 
∑ = −= pk k knsns 1~ ][][ α
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response (FIR) filter, that is, 
                                                                                                                                           (3) 
The prediction sequence in the z territory expression is )()(
~
zSzPS =  . The prediction error 
sequence defines as ][ns .
Difference of its prediction sequence is: 
                 (4) 
The prediction error filter is define as: 
                 (5) 
Supposition ][ns  is system model output, if then the predictor coefficient and the model coefficient 
are equal, namely 
                 (6) 
then the prediction error may write is: 
                 (7) 
Therefore sequence ][nu  can be restore by ][ns .Therefore, under the condition , the 
prediction error filter is called ”converse filter”. If ][nu  pass through system )(/1 zA
then obtains ][ns , because )(zA  is p -order, it contains p  zeros. Now, the periodic pulse sequence, 
when kka α= , ][ne  is a impulse sequence, therefore besides the period impulse, the majority of time, it 
is 0. 
To minimize the prediction error, that is, throughout the timeline, the mean square prediction error is 
smallest. The expression is 
                  (8) 
In order to maintain a smooth short-time voice waveform, and in fact the definition of prediction error 
are on a limited range, in which the subscript n is ”around time n”. Time interval ],[ mnMn +−  known 
as the ”prediction error range”. Convenience for the express, assumption that this interval contains 2M + 1 
sample points. Or write: 
                   (9) 
The aim is to find the function minimum. To make nE  about kα  the smallest, and will enable the 
various kα  variables for partial derivatives nE  [9], namely  
                 (10) 
simplification, 
                 (11) 
the definition of functions, 
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3. The Flow of Levinson Recursive Prediction Algorithm 
To solve this problem, many methods use matrix inversion, but through the relevant law, an efficient 
recursive method is used here. The basic idea is to order from i to i + 1, so that duplicate until the order to 
obtain the necessary p solutions. Each recursive updates low-order solution. Levinson recursive algorithm 
steps are as follows: 
(1) Initial the zero-order predictor and prediction coefficient is initialized. 
            (13) 
     (2) Calculation weighted factor of the i-order pole model. 
 (14) 
(3) Use the results of Step 1,updated as follows: 
                                                      (15) 
(4) Updated minimum mean-square error: 
(16) 
(5) Repeat steps 2 through step 4,when i = p, get prediction coefficient 
(17) 
4. Experimental Analysis and Conclusions 
In order to verify the algorithm, select the speech signal which is 10000 samples/second. The 
pronunciation is [wei]. 
Select the window function m = 16, the order of p = 4, the synthesis equation is 
from the overall properties of signal cannot find distortion (Figure 1), 
Select [2048,2048 +256] interval partial signal analysis (Figure 2), we can see the actual synthesis 
signal is weak distortion, signal synthesis results can used in the practical requirements. Experiment at the 
same time prove that, with the window function widening selected, such as access to m = 64, the order is 
p = 16(Figure 3), the synthetic signal will have more serious distortion, because the voice is not a periodic 
function, too long window function m will affect the synthetic signals, so the appropriate window width of 
m and p must be taken into account. The experiments prove that all-pole model can used to synthetic 
speech signal, and this algorithm is feasible.  
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Fig. 1. Original speech signal(left) and synthesis signal(right)(sampling frequency of 10000 samples / second)  
Fig. 2.  Partial synthesis of the original signal and local signal (m = 16, p =4) 
Fig. 3. Partial synthesis of the original signal and local signal (m = 64, p =12) 
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